
DO YOU HAVE

Hard Water?
Let's Find Out

IF YOU MARKED YES TO 2 OR MORE OF THESE
QUESTIONS, YOU LIKELY HAVE HARD WATER! 

Do you notice white water
spots on your dishes?

What about on the bottles
in your shower?

Does your hair feel dry
and brittle?

Does your color fade
quicky?

Do you feel like no matter
how much you scrub up,

your hair is never clean or
soft feeling?



WHY IS HARD WATER

Bad?! 

IT CAUSES BUILDUP

Buildup of excess minerals weigh
your hair down, make your strands
feel dry, more brittle, and cause

damage!

IT INTERFERES WITH YOUR COLOR

 Causing it to become dull, faded,
and discolored (we're looking at you

on this one, blondie)

LONG-TERM EXPOSURE MAY ALSO CAUSE IT
TO BECOME LESS MANAGEABLE



DON'T STRESS!

We've Got This

INVEST IN A SHOWER FILTER!

Showerheads are specially designed
to cut out all of those gross mineral
mixtures, including calcium sulfide,

zinc, copper, and chlorine, thus
protecting your hair from their

damaging effects

SCHEDULE AN IN SALON TREATMENT!

We'll start out by using a clarifying
treatment to remove excess product

buildup and follow it up with a
conditioning mask specifically for

your hair type to replenish the
nutrients your hair may have been

otherwise missing. 

OPTION 1:

SHOWER FILTERS AND TREATMENTS MAY SEEM
LIKE AN UN NEEDED EXPENSE , BUT THEY

COULD TRULY SAVE YOUR LOCKS!

we've linked our two favorite shower
filters here and here.

OPTION 2:

https://www.sephora.com/product/source-showerhead-P424207?icid2=products+grid:p424207
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00BWIWYGC/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_ZI5CFb5CR8H2K--


WHICH IS BEST
For You?

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU

By now, you likely have a good grasp
on if you have mineral buildup and
you know your options. If you're still

just not sure on which solution is best
for you, we are here for you! Send us

an email, DM, or ask at your next
visit!

HAPPIER HAIR DAYS ARE HEAD, WE PROMISE. 

XO,

Uplifted Salon


